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Hugh Smith
Radio Pilot
By Gary Michael Smith

In 1940, 14-year-old Hugh Smith was
riding a bicycle across a field at the small
West Helena Airport in northeast Arkansas,
but this wasn’t a leisurely bike trip. It was
a performance of sorts. Always interested
in aircraft, Hugh would collaborate with
29-year-old flight instructor R. “Monty”
Montgomery in impromptu Sunday
afternoon air shows. These weren’t official
shows but rather spontaneous gatherings.
Personal aircraft were a novelty in those
days, and crowds would gather whenever
one took flight.
Hugh’s role in the daring feat was no
more than an optical illusion as he rode
across a field hundreds of feet from crowds
gathered to watch an airplane in action.
Meanwhile, Monty flew his mint condition
1939 Aeronca Chief overhead. The “stunt”
occurred when Monty dived to head level,
seemingly about to crash into Hugh when,
in reality, he was many feet to the side of
the bicycle. As the crowd gasped, Monty
climbed, circled, then returned for another
simulated touch ‘n’ go, like a mockingbird
protecting its young.
After a few months of these spur-ofthe-moment performances, Monty took
a position as a private pilot for Bissell
Lumber Mill in West Helena, flying a
Stinson SR-5 Reliant. Hugh, however,
had been bitten by the flight bug. Having
already taken flight lessons from Monty at
a cost of $8 per hour, Hugh was ready for
his own plane. (At that time, only eight
hours of dual instruction was required
before one could solo.) He had his eye
on a 1937 Aeronca KC that was for sale
for $700 at the airport in Clarksdale,
Mississippi. Hugh’s brother, Levi, bought
it for him on his 17th birthday in 1943.
It was a beautiful aircraft in showroom
condition—green fuselage with yellow
wings, a side-by-side two-seater with dual
controls, driven by a 40 hp, Continental


four-cylinder engine.
On one beautiful warm but gusty
spring day in 1945, Hugh taxied out and
accelerated for takeoff. Before he reached
flying speed, however, a gust of wind lifted
the Aeronca KC off the ground. Just as
suddenly, the gust passed, leaving pilot and
plane approximately 20 feet off the ground
and without enough speed to maintain
flight.
Already at full throttle, there was no
time, reserve speed nor altitude to recover.
Consequently, the Aeronca KC dropped to
the ground and nosed over upside down.
When he realized what was happening,
Hugh cut the ignition to prevent a fire
since, now upside down, the gas tank was
under the hot engine and high-octane gas
was pouring onto the ground just inches

below the engine. “It all happened so
quickly, but in slow motion,” Hugh recalls.
“I tried to maintain control, but I knew
it was hopeless. I didn’t want to see my
favorite toy destroyed. I wasn’t concerned
about myself so much as for my plane.”
Fortunately, the Aeronca KC only had
minor damage, as did Hugh, who claims
to have suffered most from a bruised ego.
Nonetheless, he repaired the fabric-covered
metal-framed fuselage with little difficulty.
Hugh was even paid to fly at an early age.
“I got temporary work once with an aircraft
dealer who bought surplus planes from the
military and converted them into civilianuse aircraft after the war. He paid me $100
a trip plus expenses to ferry planes from
West Helena to Athens, Ohio and return
by train.” It was the perfect part-time job

for a 17 year old who loved to fly. “These
were 1941 to 1944 Ryan PT-22 Primary
Trainers with front and rear seating and
open cockpits,” he remembers. “They were
smooth rides that were fun to fly.”
A year after he was given his Aeronca
KC, Hugh got his first job as a radio
broadcaster for the famed King Biscuit
Flour Hour in Helena, Arkansas—a

show that’s still broadcast today. After
approximately five years of enjoying his
classic aircraft, life was getting busy. “They
called me the ‘youngest old-timer in radio’
because I started at such an early age,”
he says. “I was broadcasting remotely
from concerts and hotels several times a
week, and was having less and less time to
myself.” Consequently, he sold his Aeronca

KC in 1947.
More than 60 years later Hugh showed
me his actual flight log, displaying times
and dates of realized dreams from more
than a half-century ago. Today, those
memories are just that. He and his wife,
Polly, lived in Waveland, Mississippi, which
was ground zero for the eye of Hurricane
Katrina. They lost everything to the Gulf of
Mexico, including the flight log, but now
are living happily in their new home in
Diamondhead, Mississippi.
Does he miss his flying days? “Of course
I miss them,” he admits. “It brought elation
and much happiness to my life. Gillespie
Magee’s poem, “High Flight,” sums it well:
‘Oh! I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
and danced the skies on laughter-silvered
wings.’” Q
Gary Michael Smith is a writer in
New Orleans, and Hugh’s son. He can be
reached through his Web site at
www.ChatgrisPress.com.



